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1. Introduction 
The new courses of study for English in Japanese secondary schools, which were 
formally released by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Tcchnology 
(hereafter MEXT) in 2008 and 2009, emphasize the comprehensive teaching of the four 
language skills in English, not concentrating heavily on a particular skill but combining all 
the skills in a balanced way (Ota & Kogo, 2010). In order to stress the comprehensive 
teaching of the four skills, the new senior high school course of study introduced new 
subjects called Communication English~Basic, Communication English I, II and III, 
English Expression I & II, and English Conversation. However, the combined teaching of 
two or more skills has not been commonly implemented in English education in Japan. 
Presently, most Japanese teachers of English do not know how skills can be effectively 
combined. Under the new course of study, teachers will be required to attempt a combined 
approach to teaching skills in English. In particular, since English Expression I & II aim 
to develop self~expression skills in both speaking and writing, it seems useful to explore 
how these two skills can be combined. In addition, English Expression I & II reqUire 
teachers to train students to become able to speak spontaneously. 
As the first step to the effective combined teaching of speaking and writing. it seems 
useful to understand interlanguage variation in spoken and written production by the same 
individuals. Focusing on past time reference, this paper closely examines verbs used in 
past~time contexts in the same individuals' spoken and written discourse. 
2. Background 
Using 324 Japanese secondary school students' paired data of speaking and writing, 
Nomura (2010) investigated variation in 10 linguistic features and 12 subcategories 
including past tense across different production modes. The participants in the study were 
Japanese junior and senior high school (JH and SH) students ranging from Year 9 to Year 12 
(JH3 to SH3) who were learning English as a foreign language. The data were collected 
from different courses, the general course (0), the English course (E), and the 
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international~related course (I) in three public senior high schools and nne private junior 
and senior high school. The participants' English proficiency levels covered all the levels 
from beginner to relatively advanced as Japanese secondary school students. One hundred 
and fifty six students out of 324 se lf-reported that they had three levels of EIKEN 
certification, Grade 3 (n "" 77), Grade Pre~2 (11 = 62), and Grade 2 (/I = 17). EIKEN is 
Japan's most widely used English language testing program which measures English 
proficiency. The EIKEN tests arc produced and administered by the Society for Testing 
English Proficiency (STEP). EIKEN grades are designed to act as concrete measures of 
English ab ility. Grade 3 is a MEXT benchmark for junior high school graduates, and 
Orade 2 and Orade Pre-2 arc MEXT benchmarks for high schuol grauualt:s (STEP, 2008). 
Oral and written essays on the same topics were collected from the participants stated 
above. The following three topics were presented to the students for the elicitation task. 
First, spoken data were collected. The participants were presentcd wi th two topics out of 
the three stated below, asked to choose onc of them, and given two minutes to plan the 
content of their speech. The number of each topic chosen by the participants is indicated 
in parentheses. They were allowed to take short notes during the planning time, but were 
not allowed to consult dictionaries. Then they were asked to talk about the topic for two 
minutes. 
A: Rice or bread? (1/ = 89) 
B: Countries (or regions in Japan) you would like to visit in the future (/1 = 160) 
C: Impressive school events (II = 75) 
One to two weeks after the collection of the spoken data, written data were collected. 
The same students as those who participated in the collection of the spoken data were asked 
to write essays on the same topic as the one in their speeches for 20 minutes without 
dictionaries. Some hints about the contents of speaking and wri ting were given in 
Japanese on a handout. The hints for the writing task were the same as for the speaking 
task. The students were allowed to use Japanese words when their knowledge of English 
failed them in order to encourage fluency in both speaking and writing. 
The recorded speeches and hand~written manusc ripts were transcribed onto a 
computer in machine~readable form. When learners used Japanese words or phrases, they 
were tagged as <JP>xxx</JP>. In spoken texts, many fillers such as ail, eft, and ellO were 
included and all such fillers were transcribed as #F# in the same form. Repetition and 
self~corrcction were tagged with <R></R> and <SC></SC>. In this way, spoken and 
written learner corpora were compiled. The tokens of spoken and written data totaled 
16,145 and 20,395 English words respective ly. 
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In Nomura (2010), be verbs and lexical verbs were examined separately in the 
present and past tense. Comparing the spoken and written data produced by 324 students 
mentioned above, be verbs did not show a significant frequency difference in the present 
tense, though they did show a significant difference in the past tense. On the other hand, 
lexical verbs showed a significant frequency difference in the present tense, but not in the 
past tense. A close examination of the concordance lines of verbs revealed many cases of 
non-targetlike use in past-time contexts in speaking (Nomura, 20 II). 
Nomura (2012) investigated the distribution of simple past from two perspectives, 
lexical aspect (i.e. the inherent semantic aspect of verbs) and narrative structure, using 
::opoken and written discourse pairs on topic C "Impressive school events." By using both 
spoken and written data in the aspect and discourse analyses, the influence of production 
mode on simple past use was observed. In both analyses, overall, the rates of target-like 
past use for the written narratives were higher than those of the spoken narratives. 
The studies mentioned above showed interlanguage variability in past tense use 10 
spoken and written modes. They compared spoken and written pairs produced by a group 
of learners as a whole and did not compare paired data produced by the same individuals. 
This paper analyzes the same individuals' spoken vs. written production. The individual 
learners' variability of past tense use in different production modes will be explained, and 
the developmental route of past time reference in learner interlanguage will be suggested. 
3. Data Selection for the Comparative Analysis 
Data used for the comparative analysis of past time reference were selected 
purposefully from 324 Japanese secondary school students' data mentioned above, 
observing the same individuals' spoken and written production. There were no good 
paired data to observe past tense use among data on topics A and B stated above because 
those topics did not require past time reference and few students used past tense in their 
production. Hence, all the data were selected from data on topic C ("Impressive school 
events") which were considered to be narrative and included past-time contexts and past 
tense morphology. Factors such as EIKEN grades, year and course were taken into 
consideration. Furthermore, data using time adverbials such as then and after that were 
purposefully chosen so as to observe the use of lexical means, that is, the acquisition stage 
characterized by the use of adverbials to make temporal reference and by the absence of 
verbal morphology (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000). As a result, the 10 spoken and written 
discourse pairs shown in Table 1 were chosen. 
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Table I 
Breakdown of Data Selected 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Total 
numbers 3(Sl,S2,53) 4 (54, 55, 56, 57) 3 (58, 59, 510) 10 
EIKEN grades Grade 3 Grade Pre-2 Grade 2 Grade 3. Grade Pre-2 
No grade Grade 2. No grade 
year SH1 SH2,5H3 SH3 SH3 - 5H 3 
course General Engli sh General, all courses 
English International Internationa l 
International 
4. A Comparnlivc Analysis of Past Tense Use in Narrative Discourse 
The excerpts in Table 2 are from spoken and written narrative pairs produced by three 
first-year senior high school students. One student (SI) has no EIKEN grade; there is no 
information as to whether she has ever taken the STEP test or whether she took it but did 
not pass it. The other two students (S2 and S3) are at Grade 3 level. Sl, S2 and S3 
belong to different courses; the general cou rse, the international culture course and the 
English course, respectively. Parts of the spoken vs. written narratives that were 
comparable regarding past time reference are excerpted with verbs in final production 
it al icized. 
S I exhibits unstable past tense use in speaking, while the use of pas t tense in her 
writing seems to be rather stable. Interestingly, the student uses the past tense wenl in the 
first sentence in speaking, but she uses go in the base form in the next sentence. In 
subsequent production, the same learner uses the present tense and base fOnTIS such as is 
and visit severa l times in contexts requiring past forms. In contrast, she marks the past 
tense appropriately in writing. It is notable that she uses the pluperfect in writing, while 
she uses the present perfect in speaking, as in had never been vs. 've neve,. been. This is 
an interesting contrast, suggesting that she has grammatical know ledge of the pluperfect 
and is able to produce it when she has enough processing time as in writing. This student, 
who belongs to the general course, is not used to impromptu speech in English since she 
has few opportunities to speak English in the classroom. In addition to liule processing 
time in speaking, learning experience might be related to the unstable use of verbal 
morphology in her speech. in writing, on the other hand, she displays targetlike past tense 
use, suggesting that she has basic grammatical knowledge of past tense use and is able to 




Comparison of Past Tense Use Between Speaking vs. Writing (Group 1) 
Student Speaking Writing 




<R>I</R> I go to Shurijo. 
I visit to Churaumi aquarium. 
I've <R>never</R> never been to 
aquarium, so I first visit. 
<R>Fish</R> fish is <R>very 
cute</R> very cute. 
I <R>visit</R> visit sea. 
... Ifound <R>coral</R> coral is 
very small and very <?>cute</?>. 
<R> We went to</R> we went to 
Okinawa in October. 
We went to Shuri Castle, Peace Hall, 
Churaumi aquarium and Ikei beach. 
So <R>J</R> I enjoyed Ikei beach a 
best because <R>we</R> <R>we<fR> 
we swimming <R>with my</R> with 
my friends. 
So <R>I Lukt: muny picLures</R>, I 
take many pictures. 
In the bus, <R>we</R> we play card 
game, so very interesting. 
I went to Okinawa by a school trip. 
First day, I go to <lP>Himeyuri_ 
no tou</JP> and I learned 
<JP>kowasa</JP> of war. 
Next day <R>I</R> I went to beach 
and then I swim there. 
I see a lot of fish. 
It was very beautiful. 
I ate Okinawa food, for example, 
Okinawa saba, goya chanple, and so 
on. 
It was very delicious. 
I had a good time. 
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I had never been to Okinawa, So I 
enjoyed Okinawa very much. 
My favorite was beach . 
It was very beautiful. 
We went to Okinawa on a school trip 
in October. 
We went to "Shuri curJty" "Peace hall" 
"Thuraumi apuarium" and "Ikei 
beach." 
I was most enjoyed "Ikei beach." 
Because I was swimming and I look 
many pictures with my friends. 
In the bus we enjoy playing card 
games. 
It was very interesting. 
I went to Okinawa on school trip. 
First day, I went Shurijou. 
Second day, I visited <jP>Himeyuri 
no tou</lP>. 
I learned about how terrible of war 
there. 
After that I swam in the beach. 
It was very beautiful. 
When I was swimming, I could see a 
lot of fish. 
I ate Okinawa foods. 
For example, goya-chanple, Okinawa 
saba, Agu's pork. 
It was delicious. 
I had good time there, ... 
10 the case of S2, variable lise of the same verbs can he ohserved between speaking vs. 
writing. For instance, regarding the use of the verb "enjoy," the student shows targetlike 
use vs. Ilon-Iargetlike use in speaking vs. writing; ely'oyed vs. was enjoyed and enjoy. In 
contrast, the verb " rake" displays non-Iagetlike use vs. targetlike use, take vs. look. One 
more observable variation is the use of be verbs in we swimming vs. 1 was swimming. In 
writing, the past auxiliary was is inserted. This implies that the student has explicit 
knowledge of the grammatical rule of the progressive form. The contrasting use of these 
forms seems to be influenced by different production modes: be verbs in the progressive are 
more likely to be omitted in spoken mode. 
In S3 's speaking and writing, it is nolt:u that the student uses time adverbials sllch as 
First day, Next (Second) day and then/after Ihal, which are underlined in the excerpts above. 
Some of them function as lexical means to express past time in the spoken discourse, as in 
"First day, I go 10 ... " and ..... then I swim there." It is observable Ihatthis student knows 
the past tense wenl, from the preceding utterance and writing. Although she is at a stage 
where she is able to use past tense morphology, she uses the base form go together with the 
expression first day, which can be interpreted as a lexical means to express past reference. 
This is the case with the use of swim and Ihell since she uses swam in the written discourse. 
Another variable use can be observed in " I see a lot of fi sh" in speaking vs ...... I co/tid see 
a lot of fish" in writing. Overall, past tense use in her writing appears to be rather stable. 
S3 belongs to the English course and receives English writing instruction at school. 
According to her English teacher, the students in her class practice writing around 100 
words in class. Her writing production may renect such practice; she describes a lot of 
past-time contexts in chronological order. Here again, we see a possible influence of 
learning experience. 
Table 3 illustrates past tense use in the excerpts from four learners whose proficiency 
level is at Grade Pre-2. S4 is a third-year student who belongs to the international culture 
course. The other three students (S5-S7) arc second-year students who belong to the 
English course. In the comparative analysis of the foHowing excerpts, the focus is on 
self-corrected parts tagged with <5C></SC> including verbs and the subsequent final 
production, from which an insight is gained as to the progress of verb use in speaking 
performance. 
In 54 's spoken production, two self-corrections regarding past tense lise arc noted; 
"<SC>J learn a lot of things</SC> 1 learned a lot of things" and "<SC>There are</SC> 
thcre were." The student produces the past tense by self-correction. 54 produces 
complex sentences and Lhe sequence of tenses is non-targetlike vs. targetlike between 
speaking vs . writing, <IS in " Ihere were .. . who are ... " vs. "I IInderstood that ... was .... " 
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One more notable past tense use is the modal verb could in " I could learn a lot of things" in 
writing. In comparison, "I learned a lot of things" as produced in speaking is also a 
targetlike expression. 
Table3 
Comparison of Past Tense Use BetlVeefl Speaking tiS, Writing (Group 2) 
Student Speaking 
S4 J u:enl to Australia for two weeks in 
S5 
last summer. 
It was very interesting and <R>«/R> 
<SC>lleam a lot of things</SC> I 
learned a lot of things. 
For example, <R>cul</R> 
<R>culture<lR> <SC>culture 
of<lSC> different of culture and 
speaking English is very difficult. 
llVent to schoo l on 
<R>weekdays<lR> weekdays. 
So in the holiday [ went to sightseeing 
with my host family. 
<SC> There are</SC> there were 
<R>a Jot of</R> a lot of people 
<R>who are<lR> who are not 
Australian . 
For example, Korean, Chinese, and 
Italian, and so on. 
<R>I</R> I wenl to Niigata and 
Tokyo. 
First I wenr to Niigala and ski. 
<R>lt</R> it was very cold, but 
<R>it</R> it was very fUll . 
<R>We</R> we went to Baskin-
Robbins and ale ice cream, very 
delicious. 
And <SC>I</SC> we wenl to Waseda 
University. 
<R>I</R> I mel very <SC>cool 
guy</SC> cool man. 
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Writing 
IlVellt to Australia for two weeks as a 
study training in last summer. 
It was very interesting, fun and I cOlild 
learn a lot of things. 
For example, I could learn culture, 
history and difference between 
Australia and Japan. 
And I ullderstood that my English 
sk ill was not good. 
IlVenl to school andjoincd some 
classes with the host school students. 
On the weekend, my host family took 
me to a lot of sightseeing. 
There were a lot of people in 
Australia. 
For example, Chinese, Korean, 
Italyan, and so on. 
We wenl to Nigata and Tokyo last 
year. 
In Niguta we elyoyedski. 
I had never played ski. 
So I was looking foward to play ski. 
I cOllld enjoy playing ski . 
In Tokyo, first, we weill to the Baskin-
Robins. 
We were lallghl about the Baskin-
Robins, and we ale an icc cream. 
Second, we went to Waseda university. 





When last year <R>I</R> I visit to 
Niigata and Tokyo in a school trip. 
In Niigata <R>I play</R> <R>J 
play<lR> I play ski. 
First of all, <SC>I<lSC> <R>it 
is</R> <SC>it is difficult<lSC> it was 
difficult for me to ski. 
In Tokyo, <R>l visit to<lR> I visit to 
Baskin~Robbins company and visit to 
<SC>I<lSC> <R>we</R> we wenl to 
school trip and <R>we</R> we go to 
Niigata and Tokyo. 
Niigata was very cold and <SC>we 
play</SC> we ski. 
It was very fun but I don't play well. 
And Tokyo is very exciting. 
We wellt Odaiba. 
We saw many things. 
Fuji television and 
Writing 
I went to Nigata and Tokyo. 
In Nigat, I played ski. 
At first, I couldn't play ski well. 
In Tokyo, I went to Baskin Robbins 
company with my group. 
I went to school trip in January. 
We went to Nigata and Tokyo. 
Nigata was very cold. 
We skied there. 
8ki was fun! but first day was not 
well, ... 
We went to Odaiba. 
I went to Fuji TV. 
There was exciting, 
A similar phenomenon as to the use of the modal verb could can be observed in 85's 
written production. Instead of "it was very fun" in speaking, the student writes differently 
as "I could enjoy playing ski," where the expression "I enjoyed skiing" is targetlike, 
Although the insertion of modal verbs such as could seems to be an example of variation 
between speaking vs, writing, the usage is not always targetlike at these students' 
proficiency level. This may suggest that this student is in the process of acquiring 
complex tense~aspect morphology, resulting in the destabilization of the simple past that 
had once seemed to have reached a stable stage. 
85 and 86 do not seem to be familiar with the usage of ski as a verb. They use ski as 
a noun and produce play ski or played ski, except for ski in the second sentence of 85's 
speaking and writing. Regardless of the non~targetlike use of the verb ski, 86 displays 
contrasting use between speaking vs, writing as play ski vs, played ski. An interesting 
variable expression can be seen in 86's discourse pairs; "First of ali, ... <SC>it is 
difficult</SC> it was difficult for me to ski" vs. "At first, I couldn't play ski well." The 
former, namely, spoken production, displays more complicated stmcture. It is noted that 
the student self~corrects "it is difficult," producing the targetlike expression "it was 
difficult." The latter should be "At first, I couldn't ski well," though couldn't is used 
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appropriately in this case. In the last excerpt from S6, the contrast. visit 10 vs. went 10, can 
be observed. 
Interestingly, S7's first utterance exhibits the same phenomenon as S 1 and S3's 
utterances stated above; she says went in the first clause and go in the next clause while she 
writes wenl in both cases. In contrast to S5 and S6, she was able to produce skied in 
writing. In speaking, however, she says "we ski" after saying "we play" and 
self-correcting it. This process of self-correction and variable use of past tense suggest 
that S7 has knowledge of the verb usage of ski and is able to produce skied if she has time 
to monitor. In the following utterance, her tense use is mixed; she uses was and don 'l play 
in a compound sentenec. In writing, on the other hand, her tense use is consistent in the 
past tense in the corresponding part. Another variation can be seen in "Tokyo is very 
exciting" vs. "There was exciting." S7 produces much longer written text than spoken text, 
though the variable use of present and past tense use can be observed in the written text as 
welL 
Excerpts in Table 4 are from third-year senior high school students who are relatively 
proficient learners of English; their level is at Grade 2. S8 and S9 belong to the general 
course in a prestigious senior high schooL S10 belongs to the international culture course. 
S8's writing seems to be well organized by developing the narrative in chronological 
order with time adverbials, which are underlined in Table 4, and her production is mostly 
target-like by using the past tense appropriately in past-time contexts, except for the 
non-targetlike form of the past tense tllinked. There was only one case of variable use 
observed between speaking vs. writing, namely, can'l vs. couldn'l as in " ... I can'l ski very 
well" vs. " ... I couldn'l ski very well .... " In the same way as S3's case mentioned above, 
although she is able to use the past tense couldn'l, she uses can', together with the time 
adverbial on the first day, which could be interpreted as a lexical means to express past 
reference. 
S9's past tense use in writing is stable, while in speaking the use of present/base 
forms is seen in " ... my coach is very kind" and "we talk each other .... " These forms are 
used in the past tense as was and talked. Interestingly, in a clause just before "my coach is 
very kind to me," she self-corrects is and says was, as in "Skiing <SC>is</SC> was very 
difficulL" The use of the pluperfect in writing is notable: instead of "I skied for the first 
time" in speaking, she writes "I had never skied before then." It is inferred that she has 
sufficient knowledge of the use of verbal morphology and is able to produce the past tense 
appropriately if she has time to monitor. It is notable that she was able to monitor her 
production even in online speaking to some extent. 
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Table 4 






First day I wenl to the Tokyo 
University. 
<R>The<lR> the building was 
<R>ve</R> very big. 
And so I wos very surprised. 
And I wanted to go on to that 
university. 
Then second day, I weill to Nagano 
<R>and</R> and I enjoyed skiing. 
<R>Fir</R> <SC>first <lSC> on first 
day <R>J can't<lR> I can't ski very 
well. 
But second day <R>I<lR> <R>I</R> 
<R>I could</R> I could ski well, 
<R>so</R> so 
1 went to Tokyo and Nagano. 
<R>I</R> I watched a lot of snow and 
beautiful view. 
I skied for the first time. 
Skiing <SC>is</SC> was very 
difficult but my coach is very kind to 
me, so <R>I</R> I enjoyed skiing. 
And <SC>I<lSC> we falk each other 
at night. 
Schoollrip was very fun and very 
excite, ... 
I went to <R>border</R> border 
between North Korea and South 
Korea. 
<R>I</R> I learned why <R>the</R> 
the border draw on the Korean 
ground. 
And <R>I</R> <R>I mct<lR> I met 
old man in the city who speak 
Japanese. 
<R>I</R> <SC>I our</SC> I speak to 
him in Japanese. 
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Writing 
On the first day, I went to Tokyo. 
I visited the Tokyo university and 
walked around. 
I was very surprised because that 
university was very big. 
I came to want to go on to that 
university, so I til inked that I had to 
study much harder. 
The next day, I weill to Nagano, I 
enjoyed skiing very much. 
First, I couldn't ski very well , so I 
practiced very hard to be a good ski 
player. 
Day by day, I came to be a good ski 
player, and I came to love skiing. 
We went to Tokyo and Nagano. 
We saw a lot of snow and beautiFul 
view. 
We skied. 
I had never skied before then. 
Sking was very difficult, but our 
instructer was very kind to us. 
So, we improved sking. 
We falked so much at night. 
School trip was very exciting. 
Also I went to the border between 
North Korea and South Korea. 
I lamed why the border is drawn on 
the Korea . 
I met old man who call speak Japanese 
fluently despite he Jives in Korea. 
I speak to him and larned it is because 
of war. 
In the case of S I 0, variable use of past and base/present forms is found sporadically 
both in speaking and writing. This seems to be partly because the student produces 
complex sentences, as the excerpts above show. He uses mixed tense in main clauses and 
subordinate clauses. He tends to use the past tense in the main clause and the present 
tense or base form in the subordinate clause, regardless of production mode. He appears 
not to have fully acquired the grammatical rule of sequences of tenses, so that monitoring 
would not work in writing. From his production data, we cannot judge whether he knows 
the past tense of speak since he does not use spoke at all in either modes. 
5. Summary and Discussion of the Findings from 
a Comparative Analysis of Past Tense Use 
Several patterns of past tense use emerged from a comparative analysis of the same 
individuals' spoken and written production. They are summarized in Table 5. P and N 
refer to the past and noopast, respectively. P&N meaos that the past and non past forms of 
a certain verb are used together in the same spoken or written text. Some examples 
regarding the verbs used in both modes are given. 
Table 5 
The Same individuals' Past Tense Use Between Speaking vs. Writing 
Speaking Writing 
N: speak N: speak 
N: play / swim / ski / take / talk P: played / swam / skied / took / talked 
can't / have never been couldn't / had never been 
P&N: was (were) & is (are) / went & go P: was (were) / went 
P: enjoyed P&N: enjoyed & enjoy 
P: was / were / ate / enjoyed / had P: was / were / ate / enjoyed / had 
learned / met / skied learned / met / skied 
Table 5 suggests the developmental stage of productive vocabulary use with respect 
to past time reference. The acquisition stage of the past forms of verbs and the process of 
learning to produce the past tense seem to proceed from the top state to the bottom state in 
the table. This could be described in terms of Japanese EFL learners' interianguage 
development of verbal morphology as follows: 
Stage I: Use of the present/base form of verbs both in speaking and writing 
-At this stage, learners have no or unstable knowledge of past form, nnd 
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therefore, do not usc verb morphological markers in their production. They 
may rely on lexical devices to express past. 
Stage 2: Use orthe present/base form of verbs in speaking and past form in writing 
-At this stage, learners have unstable knowledge of past form or may have 
knowledge, and result in no use of past morphology in their spoken 
production. 
Stage 3: Variable use of present/base and PBst verb forms in either speaking or writing 
due to unstabilized knowledge 
-At this substage, learners have knowledge of the past form, but still use 
present/base form in their spoken production, influenced by process ing time. 
-At this substage, learners have knowledge of the past form, but do not 
always use past morphology in their written production, despite longer 
processing lime. 
These two substages are variable in their order. 
Stage 4: Use of the past form of verbs both in speaking and writing 
-At this stage, learners have acquired stable knowledge of past tense use, and 
use target~like verb forms in both production modes. 
Stages I to 4 described above constitute the intcrlanguage development hypothesized 
based on several patterns of past tense use by the ten students examined. The aspect of the 
developmental stages is consistent with the model of interlanguage development proposed 
by Ellis (1987) which consists of the fOllowing stages of interlanguage variation: initial 
stage, frce variation stage involving two (or more) fonns, systematic variation stage 
involving consistency of form/meaning relationships with overlapping forms and meanings, 
and categorical stage with the correct form/meaning assignment. 
Since the stages of interlanguage variation are abstracted and generalized from 
features of actual learner language. it is hard to identify the stage of a learner at a certain 
point as 'this stage.' It is necessary to establish a standard for judging whether a learner 
has reached n certain stage; for instance, a standard based on the most frequent feature vs. 
the first appearance of the most advanced feature. Within the limits of the data analyzed 
in this study, the stages of the learners could be roughly identified. The students used past 
morphology in both production modes, but thei r past tense use was insufficient in either 
speaking or writing. Their discourse pairs imply that they had passed through Stage I and 
Stage 2 and stayed at Stage 3, not having reached Slage 4 yet. S2 and S 1 0 are considered 
to illustrate the latter substage of Stage 3, while the other students are considered to 
iIIuslmle the fanner substage ofStoge 3. In order to test the validity of the developmental 
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stages above and more precisely identify the stages of the learners. careful examination of 
more paired data including data at lower and higher levels such as Grade 4 level, Grade 
Pre-l level, and university students would be necessary. 
6. Conclusion and Future Studies 
In this paper, variation in the same individuals' spoken and written production was 
investigated from the perspective of past tense use. Past tense use of verbs was compared 
using 10 purposefully selected students' spoken and written discourse pairs. Ten students' 
past tense use was described including not only the simple past but also other types of past 
forms such as the pluperfect and the past progressive. By doing so, past tense use by the 
same individuals was insightfully observed. The findings from a comparative analysis of 
past tense use by Japanese EFL learners were summarized into four stages of development. 
Careful analyses of paired data proved to be effective in construing the possible 
developmental process of grammatical morphemes in learner language. 
Since the present research dealt with one type of task and a relatively limited amount 
of data from secondary school students, it is suggested to investigate linguistic variation by 
using different types of tasks and to collect data from students at lower and higher levels. 
Such investigation would contribute to a more comprehensive description of past tense use 
and reveal the interlanguage development of the morphosyntactic feature. Furthermore, it 
would lead to the development of tasks for the combined teaching of speaking and writing 
based on variable use of past tense in different production modes. 
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